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 There is enormous amount information available in different forms of 
sources and genres. In order to extract useful information from a massive 
amount of data, automatic mechanism is required. The text summarization 
systems assist with content reduction keeping the important information and 
filtering the non-important parts of the text. Good document representation is 
really important in text summarization to get relevant information. Bag-of-
words cannot give word similarity on syntactic and semantic relationship. 
Word embedding can give good document representation to capture and 
encode the semantic relation between words. Therefore, centroid based on 
word embedding representation is employed in this paper. Myanmar news 
summarization based on different word embedding is proposed. In this paper, 
Myanmar local and international news are summarized using centroid-based 
word embedding summarizer using the effectiveness of word representation 
approach, word embedding. Experiments were done on Myanmar local and 
international news dataset using different word embedding models and the 
results are compared with performance of bag-of-words summarization. 
Centroid summarization using word embedding performs comprehensively 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
Nowadays, information is increasing gradually on the internet and it is necessary to compress 
different types of data. Summarization made by human is very time consuming and tedious. Therefore, 
automatic text summarization is essential to overcome the problem. Text summarization is a technique for 
extracting essential information from original text document as a shortened form. 
Automatic text summarization systems can be generally classified into two different types. These 
two main approaches are: extractive and abstractive [1]. Extractive summarization is formed by extracting 
phrases or sentences from the document to form summary. The main goal of extractive summarization is to 
produce summary without redundancy and give important point of souce document. Abstractive 
summarization uses new words to form the summary to describe the main content. Extractive summarization 
method generally has three steps:  
- Intermediate representation model 
- Scoring the sentences based on the representation and  
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- Selection of a summary comprising of a number of sentences 
For the first step, there are two types to represent the input text: topic representation approaches 
(centroid based method, latent semantic analysis, Discourse based method, Bayesian topic models) [2-4] and 
indicator representation approaches (graph-based method, machine learning) [5-6]. When the intermediate 
representation is generated, an importance score is assigned to each sentence in second step. Finally, the 
summarizer system selects the most important sentences to produce a summary. 
Previous Myanmar text summarization system uses machine learning approach, CRF, takes 
information extraction as sequence labeling task. Machine learning approach needs large training dataset, so 
that the system performance is better. Kyaw [7] used CRF (conditional random field) for word segmentation 
and information extraction. Seven types of Myanmar natural disasters news (flood, landslide, earthquake, 
forest fire, storm, volcanic eruption, tornadoa) are summarized by using template driven text summarization 
approach. That system does not consider other features such as POS that make information extraction task 
better. That system does not consider anaphora resolution. In order to improve performance, more data 
should be collected to get greater training corpus. Kyaw [8] described query-focused multi-document 
summarization of Earthquake news in Myanmar. That system only describes word level summary of 
Myanmar news by using forward-backward algorithm. Longest matching approach is used to reduce redundant 
information. Our system is aimed to produce sentence level summary instead of word level summary. 
Text summarization using semantic role labeling was proposed by Naing [9]. In that paper, anaphora 
resolution and semantic role labeling algorithm for Myanmar language was proposed. And then Myanmar 
verb frame resource based on PropBank semantic resources was built using Myanmar-English Computational 
lexicon and Lexique Pro lexicon. Finally, both entity and its reference in the sentence are chosen for 
summary generation. Verbs in spoken sentences are not identified. 
According of previous Myanmar text summarization research, word level summary is only 
produced. The main goal of this paper is to produce sentence level summary. Although there are other 
language text summarizers like Thai, Korean, Chinese, Myanmar language summarizer are rare now. 
According to these problems, Myanmar text summarization system is definitely necessary to develop in the 
area of Myanmar NLP research. 
For representing text, bag of words models are used. Although it is easy to implement, it has some 
limitations such as it ignores the semantic of words in the document. For calculating scores for sentences and 
ranking sentences for generating important sentence, bag of words representation is mostly used. But there 
are limitations in bag of words model. Vector representation in bag of words model cannot capture semantic 
relationships of words if they have no words in common. To overcome the limitation of bag of words 
representation model, word embedding is used in this paper. Word embedding provides a better vector 
feature on most of natural language processing problem. Word embedding is a dense vector representation 
and can capture syntactic and semantic information of a word. This paper describes the comparison of centroid 
summarizer by taking advantages of different word embedding model and baseline bag-of-words model [10]. 
 
 
2. MYANMAR LANGUAGE 
The Myanmar language is a Sino-Tibetan language that is spoken in Myanmar and it is an official 
language. Burmese script is adapted from Mon script, which is derived from Pali, the language of Theravada 
Buddhism. It is tonal language. It is written horizontally from left to right and Myanmar language consists of 
33 consonants and 14 vowels. The word order of Myanmar language is Subject-Object-Verb.  
Myanmar language is an under resourced language and there are no text summarization datasets like 
other languages. There are Thai, Japanese, and English text summarization systems. However, Myanmar text 
summarization systems are very few and rare. Myanmar text summarization using conditional random fields 
(CRF) and Myanmar verb frame based summarization system have been proposed. Nevertheless, Myanmar 
summarization system using the effectiveness of word embedding have not been proposed yet. Therefore, 
Text summarization using efficient of word embedding is proposed in this paper. 
 
 
3. WORD EMBEDDING 
Word embedding is an NLP technique, which can capture the meaning of a word in a document, 
semantic and syntactic similarity, also the relation with other words. These are vector representations of a 
particular word. The main purpose of Word2vec is to group the vectors of similar words together in 
vectorspace [11]. There are two architectures in Word2vec. These are continuous bag of words (CBOW) and 
skip-gram. CBOW predicts a target word based on its surrounding words. Skip-Gram predicts the 
surrounding words based on target word [12]. 
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There are many word representation models: Word2Vec and Glove. But Word2vec and GloVe fail 
to provide any vector representation of words that are not in the corpus. FastText works well with rare words 
even if a word wasn’t seen during training. Therefore, fastText and BPEmb embedding are used in this paper. 
FastText is a free library for learning word representation and sentence classification [13]. There are publicly 
available pretrained word vectors for many languages. BPEmb (byte-pair embeddings) is a collection of pre-
trained subword embeddings based on byte-pair encoding (BPE) and trained on Wikipedia [14]. It is used as 
input for neural models in natural language processing. Subwords allow guessing the meaning of unknown 
words. Byte-Pair encoding gives a segmentation without requiring tokenization or morphological analysis. 




4. DESIGN OF PROPOSED SYSTEM 
Sentences and documents are represented in some feature vector space. Centroid can be defined as 
the whole document’s vector [15]. Summary sentences are selected by selecting sentences which have 
vectors similar to centroid vector. It can be done by using different representations. Original centroid 
approach uses bag of words as representation model for sentence scoring and selection. Bags of word model 
cannot grasp semantic relationship between sentences. Therefore, Rossiello [16] proposed centroid 
summarization by utilizing word embedding. They used word embedding to represent sentence and words. 
The centroid embedding is calculated as the sum of word embeddings of most important words, and sentence 
embeddings are calculated as sum of word embeddings they contain. Figure 1 depicts the design of the 
proposed system. The proposed system has four main steps;  
- Preprocessing step  
- Computing centroid embedding 
- Computing sentence embedding 
- Producing of summary sentence 
Firstly, input news documents are segmented into words and stopwords are removed in the 
preprocessing step. And then, Centroid embedding and sentence embedding are computed by using lookup 
table. Cosine similarity scores between the sentence and centroid embedding are computed and sentences are 
ranked by descending order according to similarity scores. Finally, final summary is produced. This paper is 
proposed to utilize the different types of word embedding for representing sentences. Quality of 
representation sentences can affect the performance of centroid based summarization. Therefore, centroid 















Figure 1. Proposed system for Myanmar summarization 
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4.1.  Preprocessing 
In English, word boundaries can be easily determined because there are spaces between words. In 
Myanmar language, words are written without space and sometimes spaces are used between phrases but 
there are no defined rules for using space. Therefore, word segmentation is a challenging task in natural 
langue processing. In this paper, Myanmar news are segmented by Myanmar word segmenter by [17]. A 
combined model, bigram and word juncture is used in that system. This segmenter uses longest matching and 
bigram method with a pre-segmented corpus of 50,000 words which are collected manually from Myanmar 
text books, newspapers, and journals. The corpus is in unicode encoding. In text summarization, stopwords 
are defined as irrelevant information. Therefore, Myanmar stopwords (prepositions and conjunctions) are 
removed from news document. 
 
4.2.  Centroid embedding 
Words that have term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) weight greater than a topic 
threshold are selected to compute centroid embedding. The vectors of the top ranked words in the document 
using lookup table a are summed to get centroid embedding. A corpus has documents [D1, D2, D3…] and it 
has vocabulary V with size N=|V|. Let define a matrix XϵRN,K, lookup table, where i-th row is a word 
embedding of size k,k<<N, of the i-th word in V. The value of matrix X are learned by using, word 
embedding model like FastText and BPEMP. Centroid embedding and sentence embedding are computed by 
using lookup table. Centroid embedding can be computed by (1): 
 
𝐶 = ∑ 𝑋[𝑖𝑑𝑥(𝑤)]𝑤𝜖𝐷,𝑡𝑓𝑖𝑑𝑓(𝑤)>𝑡  (1) 
 
where, C is the centroid embedding related to the document D and with idx (w) a function that return the 
index of word w in vocabulary. 
 
4.3.  Sentence embedding 
Vectors of each word in sentence in lookup table X are summing up to get sentence embedding. 
Sentence scores are calculated by (2): 
 
𝑆𝑗 = ∑ 𝑋[𝑖𝑑𝑥(𝑤)]𝑤𝜖𝑆𝑗  (2) 
 
where, 𝑆𝑗is the the j
th sentence in document D. The cosine similarity between the embedding of the sentence 







As shown in (3) shows cosine similarity which measures how close two vectors C and Sj are based on their angle. 
 
4.4. Sentence selection 
The sentences are sorted in descending order according to their similarity scores. The top score 
sentences are selected as summary until the predefined limit (number of words). In this paper, the number of 
words for generating summary is 150 words. 
 
 
5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
5.1.  Data set 
Unlike the other language, there are no datasets for text summarization in Myanmar language. 
Therefore, daily update news from Myanmar news websites [18-21] are manually collected to build 
Myanmar news dataset. The data is unicode encoding. In Myanmar, unicode font is not very familiar and 
Myanmar people mostly use Zawgyi font. But unicode encoding is used as standard encoding in Myanmar 
natural language processing tasks. Now, these manually collected dataset consists of 2k news articles. The 
average length of each article is 5 sentences. There is no gold (reference) summary for datasets like English 
summarization dataset. Therefore, gold summary is generated by 10 human evaluators. The centroid 
summarizer is experimentally evaluated on Myanmar local and international news datasets. Centroid based 
on two different word embedding model (BPEmb, FastText) are used for sentence representation. BPEmb 
pretrained embedding for Burmese (Myanmar) language have been published recently [22]. In this paper, 
BPEmb, pretrained embeddings for Myanmar language with vocabulary sizes (200000) and dimension (300) 
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are used. FastText, pre-trained word vectors learned on Myanmar Wikipedia articles are used in system. This 
model was trained using skip-gram with dimension 300 [23, 24]. In this system, these word embedding 
models are applied for sentence representation.  
Table 1 shows the most relevance sentences of sample Myanmar news article by using centroid 
approach combined with word embedding approach. The first column shows sentence ID, and the second 
column shows sentences. The cosine similarity scores are shown in third column. Centroid words are selected 
by using TF-IDF value greater than a topic threshold. In the following article, centroid words are 
ကျန ်းမာရ ်း(health) ရကျာင ်းသာ်း(students) ရ ာင ့်က ပ (monitor) ရ ်းရ ုံ (hospital) ရ ာဂါ (disease). The most 
important and relevant sentence ID 3 which contains many words that are closed to centroid vector. The 
centroid words in the sentences are marked in bold. The summary is provided until the limit (number of 
words) is reached. 
 
 




3 " ရကျာင ်းသာ်း ရကျာင ်း သရူ ွေ က ုံ ရန ့် ဉ် သာ မာန အာ်းဖြင ့် အပခူျ န  ုံင ်း  ့် လုံပ ငန ်း   ခုံ က ုံ   ကျကျ 
လုံပ ရ ာင ရပ်း ပါ ယ ။ ဒ ီ လုံပ ငန ်း က ုံ သနူာဖပြု   ာ မက PPE ဝ   ုံ က ုံ အဖပည ့်အ၀ ဝ  င ပပီ်းမ ှ
ဝင ရ ာက   ုံင ်း ာ ပါ ယ ။ သ ူ ုံ ့်မာှ ရချာင ်း  ုံ်း ာ ၊ က ုံယ ပ ူာ ၊ ြျာ်း  ာ    ခုံခုံ မ ဖြ  မ ချင ်း ဘာမ ှ
မလုံပ ပါ ဘ်ူး ။ အကယ ၍ ဒ ီ ရကျာင ်းသာ်းရ ွေ ထ မာှ သ သယ လနူာ ရှ လာ မယ   ုံ င ရကျာင ်းသာ်းရ ွေ က ုံ  
ဝဟူန က ုံ သွော်း ရခေါ်  ုံန ်းက လ ုံက ပါ သွော်းပပီ်း ဒ ီရ ်းရ ုံ မာှ က ုံယ  ုံင ကျန ်းမာရ ်း ရ ာင ့်က ပ က ည ့်ရှု မှု ခ ယ ူ
ရန  ့် သမာ်းရ ာ    ရယာက ရှ ပါ ယ ။ ဒ ီသမာ်းရ ာ န ့်ည  နှု င ်း ပပီ်း သ ူက အ င  ုံ်း    ရ ်း မာှပါ " ဟုံ 
ရဒါက ာ ခင ရကျာ က ရဖပာက ာ်းသည ။ 
“The students have showed no symptoms of the coronavirus infection yet. If one of them shows symptoms 
such as fever with high temperature, the patient will be checked by a physician who also participated in the 
mission to bring them back from Wuhan to Myanmar,” said Dr. Khin Kyaw. 
0.96891 
1 " ဒ ီကန ရ ာ နဒ ီရ ်းရ ုံ မာှ ဝဟူန ပမ ြု ြို့ က ဖပန လည ရခေါ်ရ ာင လာ  ့် ရကျာင ်းသာ်း ၁၆ ဦ်း ၊ ရကျာင ်းသ ူ၄၂ ဦ်း န ့်
သ ုံ်းန ှ အ ွေယ မ န ်းကရလ်း   ဦ်း  ုံ ုံရပါင ်း ၅၉ ဦ်း ရှ ပါ ယ ။ သ ူ ုံ ့်အာ်းလ ုံ်း   ့်ကျန ်းမာရ ်း အရဖခအရန က 
ဒရီန ့် အထ ရကာင ်းမွေန ပါ ယ ။   ရယာက မ ှအြျာ်း   ဖခင ်း မ ရှ  ့် အဖပင အဖခာ်း အ ုံ  လမ ်းရက ာင ်း 
  ုံင ာ ရ ာဂါ လကခဏာ ရ ွေ လည ်း မ ရ ွေြို့ ရှ   ပါ ဘ်ူး ။ ဒါ ့်အဖပင ဒ ီရကျာင ်းသာ်းရ ွေ က ုံ ပမ ြု ြို့ က သွော်း ရခေါ် 
  ့်အခါမာှ လ ုံက ပါ သွော်းခ ့်  ့် ကျန ်းမာရ ်း ဝန ထမ ်း သ ုံ်းဦ်း က ုံလည ်း ဒ ီရ ်းရ ုံ မာှပ ရကျာင ်းသာ်းရ ွေ န ့်အ ူ ထာ်း 
ရှ ပပီ်း ကျန ်းမာရ ်း ရ ာင ့်က ပ က ည ့်ရှု မှု ရ ွေ လုံပ ရပ်း ရန ပါ ယ ။ သ ူ ုံ ့် သ ုံ်းရယာက   ့်ကျန ်းမာရ ်း 
အရဖခအရန ကလည ်း ရကာင ်းမွေန ပါ ယ ။ ရယဘယူျ အာ်းဖြင ့် ရ ာ့် သ ူ ုံ ့်က ုံ ဖပန ရခေါ် လာ   ့်အခါ သ ူ ုံ ့်
န ့်အ  ူရ ာဂါပ ုံ်း ပါ လာန ုံင  ့်အ ွေက သ်ီးသန ့်ခွေ ဖခာ်း ထာ်း ာ ပ ရှ ပါ ယ ။ သာမာန အာ်းဖြင ့် သ ူ ုံ ့်က ုံ ရ ာဂါ 
ရှ ယ လ ုံ ့်သ  မှ  လ ုံ ့်မ ပါဘ်ူး " ဟုံ ၎င ်း က ရဖပာသည ။   
“A total of 59 people were evacuated from Wuhan-16 male students, 42 female students, and a three-year-
old girl and they all are well on the third day of quarantine, with no fever and no respiratory symptoms,” 
and "the condition of the three health workers who took part in the mission to bring the students back is also 
being monitored, and they are also in good health, and quarantine does not mean that they have been 
infected with the coronavirus and it is being imposed to prevent the possibility of an infection,” he added. 
0.96891 
0 မနတရလ်းပမ ြု ြို့ ကန ရ ာ နဒ ီရ ်းရ ုံ  ွေင သ်ီးသန ့်ထာ်း ရှ သည ့်  ရုံ  န ုံင င ဝဟူန ပမ ြု ြို့ မ ှ ဖပန လည ရခေါ်ရ ာင လာ 
သည ့် ရကျာင ်းသာ်း ရကျာင ်းသ ူ၅၉ ဦ်း ၏ ကျန ်းမာရ ်း အရဖခအရန မာှ ယရန ့် အထ ရ ာင ့်က ပ က ည ့်ရှု   ရ ်း မှု 
မျာ်း အ  ရကာင ်းမွေန လျက ရှ ရက ာင ်း အ  ုံပါ ရကျာင ်းသာ်းရကျာင ်းသမူျာ်း ၏ ကျန ်းမာရ ်း ရ ာင ့်က ပ က ည ့်ရှု 
ဖခင ်း လုံပ ငန ်းမျာ်း က ုံ  ာဝန ယ ူ ရ ာင ွေက ရပ်းရန သည ့် မနတရလ်း အရထွေရထွေ ရ ာဂါ ကုံ ရ ်းရ ုံ က ်ီး မ ှ
ရ ်းရ ုံအုံပ ဒုံ  ယ ညွှန က ာ်းရ ်းမ ်း ရဒါက ာ ခင ရကျာ က ရဖပာက ာ်းသည ။ The 59 Myanmar students 
brought back from Wuhan were in good health on the third day of their 14-day quarantine yesterday at the 
Kandawnadi Hospital in Mandalay, according to Deputy director Dr Khin Kyaw, Medical Superintendent 
of the Mandalay General Hospital, who is currently responsible for monitoring the students’ health. 
0.96731 
4 " မနတရလ်း ဖပည သလူထူုံ အရနန ့်အမျာ်းက ်ီး မ  ုံ်း  မ က  ြ ုံ ့်ရဖပာ ချင ပါ ယ ။   ုံ်း  မ ာ က ုံ နာ်းလည ရပ မ ့် ပ ုံပပီ်း 
အ   ုံ်း  မ လွေန က ဖပ  င အမျာ်းဖပည သ ူအထ  လန ့် ဖြ  မာှ က ုံ မ လ ုံလာ်း ပါ ဘ်ူး ။" ဟုံ ၎င ်း က  က လက 
ရဖပာက ာ်းသည ။   
“I would like to tell the people of Mandalay not to be very anxious about the disease. Too much anxiety can 
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5.2.  Evaluation and analysis 
One of the metrics for evaluation of text summarization is recall-oriented understudy for gisty 
evaluation (ROUGE) [25]. It works as comparing human summary (one or several reference summaries) and 
system summary based on n-grams. Precision in ROUGE means that how much of the system summary was 
relevant? Precision can be computed as (4): 
 




Recall is computed as (5). Recall in ROUGE simply means how much of the reference summary is the 






To find the best parameter value, different parameter configurations are tested with original centroid 
by using bag-of-words representation and centroid by taking advantages of different word embedding 
models. Parameter setting are topic threshold (topic-t) in [0, 0.5] and similarity threshold (sim-t) in [0.5, 1] 
respectively. Two pre-trained word vectors, (FastText trained on Wikipedia, and BPEmb trained on Wikipedia) are 
used for centroid and sentence embedding. Figures 2-4 show the evaluation results of original centroid by using 
bag of words representation and centroid with different word embedding models. In Figure 2, topic threshold 
0.4 and similarity threshold 0.98 is set and rouge 2 scores of centroids based on different word embedding 





Figure 2. Rouge2 scores of Centroid summarizer 
based embedding models (BPEmb, and FastText) 
and bag-of-words model with parameter values 
[tt=0.4, sim-t=0.98] 
 
Figure 3. Rouge2 scores of Centroid summarizer 
based embedding models (BPEmb, and FastText) 






Figure 4. Rouge2 scores of Centroid summarizer based embedding models (BPEmb, and FastText) and bag-
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Where tt is topic threshold and sim-t is similarity threshold. BPEmb is pre-trained word vectors learned on 
Wikipedia sources, and FastText is FastText pretrained word vectors learned on Wikipedia sources. 
In Figure 3, topic threshold 0.3 and similarity threshold 0.96 is set and the results assert that rouge 2 
score of centroid summarizer based on FastText pretrained word vectors trained on Wikipedia performed 
better than all other representation schemes. Centroid summarizer based on BPEmb, pre-trained word vectors 
trained on Wikipedia is slightly less than the baseline bag-of-words models. As shown in Figure 4, topic 
threshold 0.2 and similarity threshold 0.95 is set and rouge 2 scores of centroid summarizer based BPEmb 
embedding model achieve the best rouge scores. Bag of word model gets higher rouges scores than FastText. 
A possible reason is that word embedding needs higher threshold because it requires accurate choice of 
meaningful words to compose the centroid vector. 
 
 
6. CONCLUSION  
In this paper, the relevance sentences are extracted by choosing sentences which have vectors 
similar to centroid vector. Word embedding is utilized to capture contexts of the words with dense 
representations in the form of numeric vectors. In this paper, word embedding is applied to sum the word vectors 
from the trained word embeddings to form sentence and document embeddings. The experimental results on 
Myanmar news data show that centroid summarizer based embedding model improve the performance of bag 
of words model. Word embedding which is better on what words is similar on syntactic and semantic 
relationship rather than bag-of-words (BOW). This centroid method will be applied in more complex 
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